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The language needs to be improved. The structure of the abstract should be improved: both in form and language. In the first three lines there is too much repetition of the word emissions. It is not explained whether the words immission and emission are used interchangeably or whether they have any distinctive meaning.

- We have changed the second sentence of the abstract to reduce the repetition of the word “emissions” and introduced the term “immission” here.

- It is not apparent to us where the language of our manuscript is suggested to be in need of improvement.

There are problems of wording or use of words such as "measurements in the resident" that need to be improved before the manuscript is accepted.

- No such wording as “measurements in the resident” is used in our manuscript.

Sometimes it is said (compare figure XX) but it is not said what it is to be compared with.

- We have exchanged “compare” for “see” in some references for clarity.